Abstract
Introduction
Profile-directed optimizations improve program performance by analyzing a program's dynamic profile that provides information that static compile-time analysis typically cannot infer. Recent evolution of profile-directed optimizations has been shaped by two trends. First, profiles have become indispensable in a spectrum of advanced optimizations that include trace scheduling [20] and extend well beyond it: basic-block and path profiles [6, 43] identify hot spots in the program; call-graph profiles [I] guide procedure inlining [3, 9, 10] ; dynamic-type profiling removes indirect calls in object-oriented languages [25, 26] ; value-invariance profiles lead to program specialization [8, I 1,32, 36] ; and memory-conflict profiles allow aggressive load-store reordering [ 18, 21 ] .
The second trend is toward dynamic optimizations [4, 7, 19, 29, 34, 40] . By optimizing the program during its execution, dynamic optimizers not only make the tedious compile/profile/re-compile cycle transparent to the user, but are also freed from some problems inherent in static optimization; namely, they gain access to the fully-linked binary and the actual input data values.
Our interest is in providing profiling support for dynamic optimizations. Ideally, a profiler suitable for dynamic optimization should have the following properties:
• Low overhead. Because profiling takes place during execution, its overhead must be significantly smaller than the optimization benefit. A typical benefit of about 10% speedup severely constrains the tolerable profiling overhead.
• High accuracy The higher the accuracy of the profiler, the faster the profile converges to within an acceptable error.
Rapid profiling, in turn, leads to earlier optimization and correspondingly longer execution in the optimized mode. In Dynamo [17] , rapid selection of hot paths was important for maximizing returns from dynamic optimizations.
• Broad applicability. The diversity of dynamic optimizations calls for a versatile profiler that can measure diverse properties of control flow, addresses, and data values.
• Simultaneous profiling. Sometimes it is convenient to collect multiple profiles simultaneously. For example, if the dynamic behavior of an optimized procedure changes, the optimizer may want to trigger its reoptimization. If multiple profiles can be collected simultaneously, monitoring of changes can run on the background of continuous optimizations.
• Low cost and complexity. Minimal hardware support and simple software algorithms bring the well-known benefits of reduced power consumption and verifiability.
Related Work. Let us review related work with respect to the above ideal properties, focusing on three distinct implementation categories: smart software profilers, custom hardware profilers, and hybrid profilers.
Smart software profilers:
The first group of software profilers instruments the program with profiling instructions. One method for reducing the overhead of executing the additional instructions is to exploit the program structure: Ball-Larus edge profiling [5] and path profiling [6] use program analysis and manage to restrict overheads to 10-30%. Other tricks for reducing the instrumentation overhead include restricting profiling to a subset of instructions [8, 36] and turning off profiling after the profile stabilizes [8] .
Despite recent advances, profiles that measure more than the control flow incur high overheads. For example, the best software value profiler slows down the program 10-30 times [8, 32] . The second software approach is sampling. Recently, sampling techniques have been used to obtain value profiles with low overhead (about 10%) [33] . However, the low sampling rate (1 every 278 1063-6897/01 $10.00 © 2001 IEEE 32,000 instructions) increases the time before optimizations can be performed. [ 13] and Merten et al. described a hotspot detector [35] . While these specialized designs work very well for their specialized purpose, they cannot be used to collect other kinds of profiles.
Custom hardware support: Conte et al. proposed a profile buffer
Hybrid profilers: In these solutions, programmable hardware collects profiling information, potentially performs some simple profile preprocessing, and passes on the information to software which then does a more complete profile analysis. ProfileMe [15] , the Relational Profiling Architecture (RPA) [42] , and the programmable profiling co-processor [14] are examples of this approach. ProfileMe [ 15] provides mechanisms of instruction-based profiling wherein the hardware picks instructions and collects a variety of information as instructions flow down the pipeline. The information is post-processed by software. The other two solutions (RPA and the profiling co-processor) provide more flexible profiling abilities than ProfileMe, by supporting a wider range of profiles to be collected in hardware and by enabling hardware preprocessing of profile information that reduces post-profile analysis overheads in software.
Proposed Solution:
We explore a method that combines the advantages of hardware and software. While hardware is suitable for high-bandwidth data processing, software is a better fit for irregular processing of small amounts of data. We choose a hybrid hardwaresoftware approach because purely hardware approaches are usually inflexible and are targeted at specific optimizations. Purely software approaches tend to incur relatively large overheads and/or require low sampling rates which can lead to long profiling times.
Our solution is motivated by the observation that most kinds of profiles compute execution counts of certain events of interest (values computed by an instruction, targets of a branch, targets of a call, or addresses of a load). This observation leads to a stream compression profiling model. In this model, the processor generates a stream of profiled events whose type is selected by software. The stream is a sequence of data tuples: for example, a value-profiling tuple contains the PC of a load instruction and the loaded value. Dedicated hardware compresses this stream before passing it on to software. The basic compression method collapses and counts identical tuples. Consequently, profiling overhead is reduced because software processes a shorter stream.
A conceptual view of the hybrid stream compression profiling model is shown in Figure 1 . The selector creates a tuple for each retired instruction chosen for profiling and sends the tuple to the compressor. The compressor, placed off the processor's critical path, consumes the selected tuple stream. The compressor summarizes the input stream and feeds it to profiling software through an intermediate buffer. In Figure 1 , the input tuple stream tz, t2, tz, t2, t3, t2 may be compressed into an output tuple stream (tl, 2), (t2,3), (t3, 1). The second element in the output pairs denotes the number of occurrences of the tuple.
Compressor
Message Stream tl,t2, tl,t2,t3, t2 (tl, 2), (t2, 3), (t3,1) The variety of profiles that can be collected by the streamcompression model depends on the flexibility of the software-controlled selector. As a case study, we collect value profiles required for value reuse optimizations (software-directed instruction reuse and program specialization), a demanding profiling application. Furthermore, we will show that the hybrid profiling scheme can collect multiple profiles simultaneously. As an application, we show that edge profiles can be collected simultaneously with call target profiles with high accuracy and low overhead.
In this paper, we primarily focus on designing "efficient" compressors that incur low overhead by means of high compression of the tuple stream, while preserving adequate profile accuracy. We present a set of profiling components that can be composed in a number of ways to yield different compressors. Because optimizations can tolerate some profiling errors, we allow the stream compressor to be lossy, thereby enabling a low-cost sampling-based hardware design. Conventional simple random sampling, simple periodic sampling, stratified random sampling, and stratified periodic sampling are among the compressors considered. Stratified sampling is a technique in which the population is split into multiple disjoint sub-populations (strata) which are then sampled independently [22] . In our implementation, we use a hash function to split the input stream. Using load value profiling as a case study, we experimentally show that given a fixed overhead budget and a desired level of accuracy, the stratified periodic sampler achieves the desired accuracy the fastest.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We present a h/w-s/w hybrid profiling model based on the stream compression metaphor.
• We present a framework of components for constructing a variety of compressing profilers.
• Specifically, we propose stratified periodic sampling as the compression method of choice. Our evaluation shows that with fixed profiling overheads and accuracy levels, the stratified sampler achieves the desired accuracy at least twice as fast as a random sampler.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents more details on the tuple selector as well as the software side of the hybrid profiler. Section 3 focuses on the various sampling compressors and their properties obtained using Monte Carlo simulations. Section 4 describes a more sophisticated, tagged compressor that serves as a reference point in our experiments. Section 5 evaluates the compressors using real benchmarks. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our findings.
Details of the hybrid profiling scheme
There are three main components of the hybrid profiling model: the selection mechanism, the compression mechanism, and the communication of information to software. In this section, we discuss the first and third of these components. Compression mechanisms are central to our work and are discussed in greater detail in the following section.
Selecting profile information
Referring to Figure 1 , the "front-end" of the profiler is a selection mechanism. Although specific selector implementations are not our main focus, one possibility is programmable selector hardware. In particular, registers in the selector can be written by profiling software via special instructions. These registers can then be used by hardware to select the specific instructions to be profiled. Heil and Smith [42] describe such mechanisms as part of their relational profiling architecture. Below, we describe a few selection mechanisms.
• Selection by opcode: A number of profiling applications can be implemented by selecting instructions on the basis of opcode. This strategy is a low-cost solution that does not require any modification to the ISA or the program binary. This mechanism is proposed in [42] and [14] .
• Selection by PC range: This strategy is useful for focusing on hot segments of a program or for reducing the profile bandwidth to the hardware profiler. This mechanism was proposed in [14] .
• Binary modification: This mechanism places explicit instructions in the binary immediately before an instruction to be profiled. This mechanism requires one extra opcode in the ISA and also introduces overheads in the instruction stream. However, this method can be used to supplement the above two selection methods because it enables profiling sets of instructions that are not otherwise easily selected.
In this paper, we simply select instructions for profiling based on opcode. Furthermore, for the common profiling applications we study, two word profile tuples are sufficient. Because the compressor does not interpret the contents of profile tuples, the same hardware can be used without modification for collecting a variety of profiles as listed below.
• Value Profile: the tuple is <PC, instr-output>.
• Edge Profile: the tuple is <PC, branch-target>.
• Call Target Profile: the tuple is <PC, call-target>.
• Type Profile: the tuple is <PC, method-table-addr>; this profile enables feedback-directed inlining [3] and polymorphic inline caching [26] .
Furthermore, because the compressor does not interpret the tupie, it is possible to run multiple profiling applications simultaneously. The software is responsible for distinguishing between the incoming tuple messages. When profiles being collected can be distinguished solely on the basis of opcode (e.g., edge profile and call target profile; the former profiles branches and indirect jumps and the latter profiles profiles direct and indirect calls), the software can distinguish between incoming messages on the basis of the message PC. On the other hand, if edge profiles and a profile of mispredicted branches are to be collected, this approach cannot be used because branches are common to both profiles. In such cases, the selector hardware can assign different tags to instructions that belong to different profiling applications. For example, the selector can assign mispredicted branches with a different tag than correctly predicted branches.
To demonstrate the feasibility of running multiple profiling applications concurrently, we collect edge profiles and call-target profiles simultaneously and present accuracy and overhead results in Section 5.
HW-SW communication mechanisms
There are two mechanisms for communicating tuple messages to software. The first mechanism is based on processor interrupts and the second is based on message passing.
Interrupt-based approach. In this approach, tuple information is stored in a hardware buffer. When the buffer fills, the main processor is interrupted. The interrupt handler reads the buffer and folds the tuple information into the profile data being collected. This approach is used in [2, 14] .
Message-passing based approach. In this approach, profile information is communicated to concurrent software threads via shared queues in memory. These concurrent threads read profile messages from the shared queues and compute the profile. An example of this approach are the service threads outlined in [42] . Service threads running on simple service processors read and process the messages. The relevant overhead metric for this approach is the time between consecutive messages sent to the service threads. The time should be long enough that the profile service thread can completely process the message.
In our experimental evaluation, we use the interrupt-based communication model because it is readily implementable in current generation processors.
A framework for designing compressors
This section focuses on the lossy stream compressor, which is the most novel part of our hybrid profiling scheme. Instead of presenting a few independent compressor designs, we describe a framework of components from which various compressors can be built.
Samplers as compressors
Samplers can serve as stream compressors because selecting a subset of the input stream reduces the bandwidth of the output stream. Samplers count the input events statistically: an event t selected by a sampler operating at a rate r can be interpreted by software as r occurrences of tuple t compressed into one. Clearly, such stream compression is lossy, because events skipped by the sampler may have been different than t. However, when the stream is biased towards tuple t (i.e., the stream is dominated by t), the sampler's accuracy may be sufficient for profiling purposes. This subsection presents two basic samplers used in our framework, and the following subsection focuses on increasing the bias in the input stream.
• A random sampler with rate r, denoted Rr, selects an element of the input stream with probability p = 1/r. Note that random samplers in [2, 15, 33] are slightly different; they select an element via a countdown register initialized with a random number from the interval (1,2r).
• A periodic sampler with rate r, denoted P,-, selects every rth element of the input stream. In statistical literature, this sampler is known as a systematic sampler [22] .
In order to design an accurate compressor, the inherent accuracy of the two samplers must be understood. In this section, we assume an idealized input stream in which tuples are randomly permuted (the reason for this assumption is that an input stream with periodic behavior may cause large errors with the periodic sampler P,~). In Section 5, we will evaluate compressors on real workloads. We compare R,-and P,-using a very simple profiling problem. Assume the output stream of the compressor contains k elements. The problem is to determine how many elements were in the input stream. Clearly, the answer for both R,-and P,-is rk. More precisely, rk is the most likely number of elements seen in the input. The important difference between the two samplers is how likely it is that their input actually contained rk elements. The P,-sampler is more confident about its answer because it effectively counts the input stream; its input stream length is guaranteed to contain between rk and rk + (r -1) elements. On the other hand, the length of the input stream for R,-can range from k to infinitely many elements. Therefore, Rr estimates the lengths of the input stream. This explanation is validated experimentally. The error of the two samplers is shown in Figure 4 using an experiment described in detail in Section 3.3.
We can address the drawback of R,-by adding to it a counter that measures the length of the input stream. We use C to denote a counter component of our framework, and CR~ to denote a random sampler equipped with such a counter. With this enhancement, CRr has access to the same information as P and the two are thus equivalent.
Stratified sampling via hashing
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the accuracy of sampling increases with the bias in the input stream: the more a tuple dominates the stream, the less likely is the sampler to make a mistake. An effective technique for increasing the bias is to stratify the input population into disjoint sub-populations which are then independently sampled. This technique, known as stratified sampling [22] , can be conveniently implemented in the profiling context using hashing. Because the input stream is split based on tuples having the same hash signature, it can be reasoned that any given substream has a greater bias (or, smaller entropy, in information theoretic terms; lower variance, in statistical terms) than the original input stream. Hence, the samples that are selected from each substream are more accurate representatives of the input stream than a corresponding same-size sample selected from the original input stream.
We use H[X~]n to denote a hash-based splitter that splits the input stream into n disjoint substreams using a hash function. Each of the substreams is independently sampled at the rate of r using any sampler X. We discuss the stratified sampler in more detail in the following subsection. Its implementation details are described in Section 3.5. The input to each of these components is the input stream. The random and periodic samplers produce on the output a sample of the input stream. The hash-based splitter produces multiple disjoint input streams. The counter produces the length of the input stream, i.e. the number of input tuples. We now show how these components can be composed to produce different sampling schemes. Figure 3 [22] . We evaluate the accuracy of these samplers using the problem of estimating the number of times, t, that a given tuple p occurs in the input stream of length N (note that this is a slightly harder problem than the one introduced in Section 3.1). We evaluate the samplers using Monte Carlo simulations. We generated the input stream by randomly permuting a sequence of N tuples containing t copies of the tuple p (t = 0.3N). The randomly generated stream is input to each sampler and the output stream is used to estimate the value of t, as follows. For each sampler without a counter, if the output stream contains i copies of tuple p, then t is estimated to be EST = ir.
Composing profiling components
For each sampler with a counter, t is estimated to be the sum of count's from all messages that contain the tuple p. We plot the error in the estimate ERR = [100(t -EST)/ESTI. Figure 4 shows the error in estimating the frequency of the tupie for stream lengths ranging from 1000 to 20000, for a sampling rate of 10. For each input stream length N, we performed 2500 experiments and plotted the mean value of ERR. As expected, the graph shows that with increasing stream length, the error decreases.
Note that all the samplers in Figure 4 have the same sampling rate and hence incur the same overhead. It is therefore interesting to compare their convergence rate. Assuming that we fix the maximum tolerable error at 4%, Figure 4 shows that R,-needs to sample almost three times longer than H[PT],~ (12000 versus 4600). This experiment shows that, with a fixed profiling overhead, the stratified periodic sampler reduces the error below a maximum tolerable error faster than a random sampler. Most importantly, experiments with real benchmarks yield similar results, as we will show in Section 5.
Furthermore, the graph shows that, based on their accuracy, the samplers divide into three equivalence classes. In decreasing error order, the three classes are {R~, HIRe-), ), {P,-, CRT), and While we have shown six specific compressor designs, it should be clear that within this framework, other combinations of components are possible. A complete and systematic study of other sampiing schemes is outside the scope of the current work.
Two-Level Compressors
While sampling techniques are Iossy stream compression methods, a straightforward lossless stream compression method can be built using a cache-like associative table of counters that accumulate frequency counts of the input tuples. When a table entry must be replaced, or when the counter reaches a maximum value, the tuple is dispatched to software with its corresponding frequency count. Although this method works, it is hardware-intensive. First of all, the table entries can be quite wide. Assuming a 4-byte word (32 bits), two words of profiling information per tuple and a 1-byte counter yields 9 bytes per entry. Furthermore, to avoid frequent tuple replacements (and frequent communication with software), the 
Stratified periodic sampling
We now look at the stratified sampling scheme (H[P,-]n) in greater detail.
Coun~r
Mes~ge to S~W Figure 5 : Stratified Sampling Technique Figure 5 shows the design of a stratified sampler. Each cycle, a tuple is picked from a tuple queue (that absorbs burstiness in the incoming tuple stream). The hash function computes a signature of the tuple. The signature is used as an index to select a counter in the counter table. The selected counter is then incremented. If the counter reaches its maximum threshold value r, the counter is reset to zero, and a message consisting of the complete tuple (with an implied occurrence count of r) is sent to profiling software via the output queue.
In our implementation, we use the following hash function. Given a tuple <pc, w>, the index is computed as follows:
; nw = randomize(w) ; index = xor-fold(npc xor nw, index-size). The function randomize (w) looks up a 256-entry random number table for each of the individual bytes of w and composes the new bytes together, flip(w) reverses the bytes of w. xorfold (w, n) splits w into n-bit chunks and xors the chunks together.
We used this elaborate hashing function since it provides the best accuracy of all the hashing functions that we experimented with. We have not systematically studied different hashing functions and the trade-offs between profile accuracy and hardware cost. In practice, an actual implementation of the stratified sampler might use a cheaper hash function.
Reducing Collisions: Adding tags to stratified sampling
The stratified periodic sampling described in Section 3.3 makes no effort to resolve tuples that hash to the same substream. At the other extreme, the associative table of counters described in Section 3.4 avoids all aliasing, by comparing tuples against complete tags. Unfortunately, the latter design is relatively expensive. This section presents a compromise solution that reduces (but does not eliminate) aliasing by maintaining partial tags.
Design detail
In this design, the signature generated by the hash function has more bits than are required for indexing into the table. The more additional bits, the better the ability to discriminate amongst tuples. The signature is subsequently divided into an index and a tag.
Given a tuple <pc, w>, the index is computed as described in Section 3.5. The tag is computed as tag = xor-fold(pc xor w, tag-size).
The index is used to select a table entry; if the tags match, there is a hit in the table, otherwise there is a miss. Like a cache memory, the table can be direct-mapped, setassociative, or fully-associative.
Each entry in the table contains the tag, a bit counter, and a miss counter. The hit counter keeps track of the number of occurrences of a tuple. The miss counter is used in making replacement decisions and is discussed below, following an informal description of the replacement process.
At some point, it becomes necessary to evict a tuple's entry from the table, either because its hit count has reached a maximum threshold or because another tuple (with a different tag) maps to the same table entry. If it reaches the maximum threshold, the current tuple is reported to software. In the case of an eviction, the replaced tuple and its occurrence count should be passed to software, but this is not possible because only the hashed signature is available in the entry, not the complete tuple. This problem is solved by deferring eviction and placing the to-be-evicted entry into an eviction state in which it waits for the same signature to be seen once again.
If the to-be-evicted tuple occurs frequently, then it is likely to occur again soon, and the entire tuple is available so complete information can be passed to the software. If the to-be-evicted tuple occurs only rarely, and it does not occur again soon, its value will eventually be discarded. Figure 6 shows a state machine diagram that describes the detailed operation of a table entry, including the states that an entry goes through, and conditions under which an entry is allocated, evicted, or replaced.
Initially, all entries in the table are Empty. When an incoming profile tuple accesses an entry, the entry is allocated for the tuple and the entry transitions to a Valid state (Transition El). In this state, the entry accumulates matching tuples in the hit counter (Transition E3). When the hit counter saturates, a summary message containing the counter value and the tuple is sent to the message queue and the entry transitions to Empty (Transition E2).
If there is a miss in the Valid state, some other tuple is seeking access to the entry. Because the necessary tuple information for the to-be-evicted entry is not available, the entry transitions to an Evict state (Transition E4). The entry is left in the Evict state until the matching tuple is seen again (Transition E6). However, the state machine waits until "enough" hits have accumulated in the counter (Transition E6a). This reduces the flood of messages that can be caused by repeatedly aliasing tuples. The ShouldEvict condition in the state diagram specifies the exact value of "enough".
In the Evict state, misses to the entry will accumulate in the miss counter (Transition E5a), but if "too many" misses are accumulated, the state machine gives up and replaces the current tuple with the new conflicting tuple (Transition E5). In this case the orig- inal entry is lost. The ShouldReplace condition in the state diagram specifies the exact value of "too many". This replacement policy is similar to the replacement policy in the value profiling algorithm presented in [14] .
The unusual manipulation of the hit and miss counters by Transitions E5 and E6 illustrates an important point -it is important not to drop counts when assigning the entry to a new tuple. We found after extensive experimentation that resetting counters almost always leads to lower accuracies because valuable information concerning the input stream is discarded. For every entry, the hit and miss counters together maintain the length of the stream that access that entry. The examples in Section 3.1 implied that it is this exact knowledge of the stream length that leads to increased accuracy. Resetting the hit/miss counters to zero would obscure this valuable information.
Transition E5 represents replacement of a previous tuple by a new tuple. The hit counter is not reset as might be expected. Instead, the hit count of the evicted tuple is assigned to the new tuple along with the miss count. Although the hit count does not belong to the new tuple, this avoids losing track of the stream size.
During Transition E6, we initialize the hit counter of the entry with the miss count of the evicted entry. The next tuple to hit in this entry (hopefully the tuple that caused the miss count to be incremented via Transitions E4 and E5a) will assume the new count. Again, the exact stream size is maintained.
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Hardware cost
The tagged profiler incurs extra space overhead beyond the stratified sampler. Besides the hit counter, every entry requires a tag, a miss counter, and bits to code the current state of the FSM. Using a 1-bit tag to encode the FSM state (the Evict state can be inferred by a non-zero value in the miss counter), a 3-bit miss counter, and a 1-bit tag, this is 5 extra bits per counter. With the same sized counter table, and a 8-bit hit counter, this is at least a 62% increase in space requirements over the stratified sampler, in addition tot he the logic required to implement the state machine.
Experimental Results
We evaluate the proposed profiling hardware designs through a timing simulation of the value profiling application described below. The timing simulation is needed for measuring the profiling overhead.
Example Application: Value Profiling
Recently, a number of studies have demonstrated that programs exhibit significant value localit),, the phenomenon that a small number of values occur repeatedly in the same register or memory location [23, 27, 31, 38, 41] . In the compiler domain, it has been known for some time that value locality can be used to speed up programs by exploiting the fixed/invariant inputs. Partial evaluation [28] , data specialization [30] , DyC [24] , Tempo [12] , 'C [37] , and code specialization using value profiles [36] are different software techniques for exploiting value locality. Collectively, we refer to these as value reuse techniques because the input/output behavior involving the invariant values can be repeatedly reused as opposed to being recomputed each time they occur.
While there exist different techniques for exploiting value reuse, all techniques rely on some kind of value profiling to identify the value locality of instructions [8, 11, 32, 36] . Value profiling support is very important if value reuse optimizations are to be deployed at runtime. We focus on value profiling of loads to evaluate our proposed profiler and compare them with other profilers.
Methodology
We used the Simplescalar toolset [16] to model a 4-way machine with 64-KB L1 data and instruction caches, I-MB unified L2 data cache, and a gshare branch predictor. The cycle-level timing model is used for computing profiling overheads and does not affect the actual sampling algorithms.
We use a collection of SpeclNT95 benchmarks and Java programs listed in Table 5 .2. The Speclnt95 benchmarks were compiled for the SimpleScalar ISA by gcc with optimization flags "-O3". The Java programs (including strata) were compiled by strata [40] , a bytecode-to-simplescalar compiler for the SimpleScalar ISA. For all programs, simulation was performed after skipping the initialization phases. For the Speclnt95 benchmarks, the recommendatio'ns of Sherwood and Calder [39] were used in determining the simulation starting points. For the Java benchmarks, the starting points were determined empirically (by examining the source code, knowledge of benchmark and output, and experimentation).
Evaluation Metrics
Profiling Error
The errors in our value profiles is computed using an ideal value profile. Examining the same stream as our profilers, the ideal profile accumulates all generated events, rather than just the samples. When computing the error, we remove from both profiles all (load, value) tuples that are highly unlikely to be used by a realistic value-reuse optimizer. Taking these tuples into account would introduce error that is irrelevant to the optimizer. Analogous to the error metric in [14] , from both profiles, we discard loads that execute infrequently, as well as values that are infrequent for a given static load. Namely, we select for profiling a static load only if it executes at least 1000 times. Furthermore, only sufficiently invariant tuples are selected. A (load, value) tuple is sufficiently invariant if it accounts for at least 10% of the executions of the load. Finally, we select only those loads that have at least 40% of their dynamic execution accounted for by sufficiently invariant tunes.
The profiling error is computed as follows. Let v = (pc, val) be a tuple that has been selected from the ideal value profile. 
Profiling Overhead
Our evaluation assumes interrupt-driven communication between the compressor and the software profiler (see Section 2.2). We use an analytical model to compute profiling overhead. The overhead is dependent on:
• Per-interruptfixed costs: This is a fixed cost that depends on the OS and the specific processor. Anderson et al [2] show that for their system, per-interrupt fixed costs are about 214 cycles. We use this value in our model.
• Number of messages processed per interrupt:
In our model, we assume at least 100 messages per interrupt to amortize the per-interrupt fixed cost.
• Processing time per message: This is the time required to fold the message into the profile; the actual value is specific to the profiling application. We assume a fixed cost in our model, as described below.
In their paper, Zilles and Sobi [14] state that with careful assembly coding of their interrupt handler, every message can be processed in 10-30 cycles. Because we do not perform convergent profiling checks as in [14] , at least 3 cycles per message are saved. On the other hand, by processing at least 100 messages per interrupt, we incur under 3 cycles in fixed interrupt costs per message (214 cycles per 100 messages). Therefore, in the worst case, we assume the interrupt overheads will be 30 cycles per message. Based on this number, we estimate the profiling overhead to be Overhead = 30 × NuraMessages, where NumMessages is the number of messages dispatched. The percentage overhead is computed with respect to the total simulation time.
Evaluating compressors
In this section, we evaluate the following compressors: R256, P256,
H[P25612048, H[Psl2]20as (presented in Section 3.3), and a 2-bit
tagged compressor (presented in Section 4) with an 8-bit hit counter (equivalent to a sampling rate of 256) and a 2-way set associative 2048-entry counter table. We do not present results for other tagged compressors since our results indicate that for our tagged implementation, the 2-bit tagged compressor has the best error-overhead behavior among all tagged compressors. Figure 7 shows for gcc the variation of % error and % overheads with program progress. We selected gcc because it is one of the hardest programs to profile and has a much bigger working set than the other programs. The first graph in Figure 7 is plotted for 4M profiling events (17M instructions). The other two graphs are plotted for 16M profiling events (70M instructions).
We first compare the random and periodic samplers. The graphs show that the two are almost identical in performance both in error and overhead. It is interesting to compare these results with the Monte Carlo simulation results presented in Section 3.3. For randomly generated input streams, Monte Carlo simulations showed that the periodic sampler performs better than the random sampler. However, in practice, programs do not generate random input streams and this seems to explain wtly P2s6 does not perform better than R256 on real workloads. For the rest of the discussion, we discuss the random profiler only.
Next, we discuss the tagged compressor. The error graphs show that the tagged compressor has the best accuracy of all compressors, but the low error comes at the cost of almost three times the profiling overhead, as shown in the third graph. Furthermore, from the graphs, we conjecture that for gcc, the improvement in accuracy over the much simpler stratified sampler is not significant enough to merit the higher overheads and the higher hardware complexity of the tagged compressor design. At this juncture, we wish to point out that the tagged compressor design presented in Figure 6 is only one of many possible implementations of a tagged compressor. Preliminary experimentation indicates that other advanced implementations (based on the sampling idea) are possible and these may improve on the stratified sampler both in error and overheads. These more sophisticated designs are left for future work.
We now compare the H[P25612o4s and the R2s6 compressor.
Assuming a maximum tolerable error of 5%, the first two graphs in Figure 7 show that H[P25612o4s reaches this error threshold after 200K events whereas R256 reaches this threshold after 600K-700K events. However, if one requires the error to drop below 5% and stay below that limit, the R256 compressor reaches the 5% error threshold only after about 7M profiling events, about 23 times longer than the H[P25612o4s compressor which reaches the 5% threshold after 300K events. The overhead graph shows that the stratified sampler always has a lower overhead than the ran- Let us now examine how to reduce profiling overheads for the stratified samplers while maintaining the same accuracy as a random profiler. If we compare the H[Ps1212o4s and the ,R256 compressors, we find both have similar accuracy, but the H[P51212o48 incurs half the overhead when compared to R256. This shows that with the stratified sampler, we can achieve the same accuracy as a random sampler at a lower sampling rate, and hence at lower profiling overheads. The factor by which the sampling rate can be reduced is benchmark-specific as can be seen from Figure 8 .
One final conclusion that we can draw from the error graphs is that the stratified sampler and the tagged compressor stabilize more quickly than the random and periodic samplers, i.e. they converge to their "final" errors much more quickly than the random and periodic samplers.
By using profile convergence checks and instruction filtering techniques proposed in [14] , the performance of the stratified sampler can be improved further. Instruction filtering reduces aliasing in the hashed substreams and can lead to faster convergence of profiles.
The preceding discussion focused on gcc. Figure 8 shows the error curves for the five compressors Ior all the other benchmarks. Figure 9 ) the accuracy is better with fewer counters during the initial phases. As the program progresses, this effect diminishes. ,/ + .** , Figure I0 : Reduction in overheads due to the A16 component If a small associative counter table is added, additional reductions in overhead can be achieved. Figure 10 shows the profiling overheads for the R256, HIP25612o4s and the tagged profilers with and without a 16-entry associative buffer. The figure shows that for all these compressors, adding the second compressor results in a reduction of overheads for all benchmarks. The reduction is pronounced for m88ksim, db and jess. For these programs, the output message stream is dominated by a few prominent tuples. It is these repetitive output messages that enables the high second-level compression of the message stream. This result shows that the associative array of counters is a useful component in building efficient compressors.
Two-level compression
Simultaneous profiling: Edge and Call target profiling
In Section 2.1, we stated that the hybrid profiler can collect multiple profiles simultaneously. To demonstrate the feasibility of this application, we collected call-target and edge profiles simultaneously using the H[P256}2048 compressor. These profiles are used by the runtime optimizer to select inline candidates and to build traces, respectively. Call target profiles are especially important for Java programs because, unlike C programs, the presence of virtual calls in Java makes it difficult to statically determine the call targets at a call site. Call target profiles enable the optimizer to determine the likely call targets and inline sites and implement optimizations such as feedback-directed inlining [3] and polymorphic inline caching [26] . Edge profiles enable the optimizer to build traces and perform code layout optimizations. Figure 11 shows the results of simultaneously collecting edge and call target profiles. The graphs show that for all benchmarks, the error is less than 3%. For six of the benchmarks, the error is negligible. Furthermore, the overheads are also very low; the profiling overheads are under 4.5% for all benchmarks. The accuracy is significantly better than the accuracy in the preceding value profiling application because branches, jumps, and calls take values from a much smaller value set than load instructions.
Summary
Profile-driven optimizations require flexible profiling support that can collect a variety of profiles accurately, rapidly, and with low overheads. In this paper, we presented a hybrid hardware-software profiling scheme. In the proposed hybrid profiling scheme, the hardware compresses the input profile stream to generate a smaller stream of output messages that is processed by software to construct the required profile. Since optimizations can tolerate profiling errors, we show that the compression can be lossy in that the occurrence counts reported for tuples in the input stream need not be exact.
On the basis of the lossy compression metaphor, we presented a framework of profile components that can be composed in a mul- Figure 11 : Final error and cumulative overhead for simultaneous tiple ways to build hardware compressors. Conventional random sampling, periodic sampling, and stratified sampling were proposed and studied. The stratified sampling scheme uses a hashing scheme to split the input stream into multiple disjoint streams that index into a table of counters. In addition, we proposed a more sophisticated compression scheme that builds on the stratified sampling scheme by using tags to detect aliasing in the counter table.
We used load value profiling as an example application for evaluating the proposed compressors. We showed that the stratified sampling scheme has the best error-overhead performance among all the compressors we studied. For gcc, we showed that with the same or smaller profiling overheads, the stratified sampler achieves a desired accuracy twice as fast as a random sampler. We also showed that for gcc, if the profiling time and the desired accuracy level are fixed, the stratified sampler can achieve these thresholds with half the overheads as a random sampler. The overhead factors are benchmark-specific (more than two for perl, db and other benchmarks).
We also showed that while the tagged compressor has better accuracy than the stratified sampling scheme, the improved accuracy comes at significantly higher overheads (twice or more) and higher hardware complexity.
We then proposed an enhancement to the different compression schemes by introducing a second-level lossless compression that can further reduce profiling overheads without affecting accuracy. We show that additional lossless compression between 1.15 and 2.5 can be achieved by using an associative buffer of 16 entries that summarize the messages from the first level compressor.
On a higher level, we also showed that our hybrid profiling scheme is capable of collecting a variety of profiles (type, edge, call-target, value) and that it is capable of collecting profiles simultaneously with high accuracy (3% error) and low overheads (4.5%).
Future work involves a systematic study of other compressors that can be built using the proposed component framework. Furthermore, while we have proposed one specific implementation of a tagged compressor, more advanced sampling-based implementations are possible that improve over the stratified sampler in both accuracy and overheads. 
